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During natural vision, primates perform frequent saccadic eye
movements, allowing only a narrow time window for processing
the visual information at each location. Individual neurons may
contribute only with a few spikes to the visual processing during
each ﬁxation, suggesting precise spike timing as a relevant
mechanism for information processing. We recently found in V1
of monkeys freely viewing natural images, that ﬁxation-related
spike synchronization occurs at the early phase of the rate
response after ﬁxation-onset, suggesting a speciﬁc role of the ﬁrst
response spikes in V1. Here, we show that there are strong local
ﬁeld potential (LFP) modulations locked to the onset of saccades,
which continue into the successive ﬁxation periods. Visually
induced spikes, in particular the ﬁrst spikes after the onset of
a ﬁxation, are locked to a speciﬁc epoch of the LFP modulation. We
suggest that the modulation of neural excitability, which is
reﬂected by the saccade-related LFP changes, serves as a corollary
signal enabling precise timing of spikes in V1 and thereby providing
a mechanism for spike synchronization.
Keywords: free viewing, local ﬁeld potential, phase locking, primary visual
cortex, spike synchrony
Introduction
When primates visually explore their surroundings or examine
an image, they make rapid eye movements (saccades) 3--4
times a second. During each visual ﬁxation, complex visual
computations and the preparation for the next eye movement
are accomplished in as little as 120 ms (Kirchner and Thorpe
2006). V1 neurons exhibit transient changes in ﬁring rates
during exposure to complex scenes and these rates are
characteristically low compared with the response to param-
eterized and spatially conﬁned stimuli such as bars, gratings, or
Gabor patches (Gallant et al. 1998; Vinje and Gallant 2000;
Olshausen and Field 2005; MacEvoy et al. 2008; Maldonado et al.
2008).
Based on the evidence that processing of visual information is
surprisingly fast, theoretical work had proposed that information
may not be encoded solely in variations of ﬁring rates but also in
the precise and coordinated timing of action potentials. In
particular, it was proposed that the timing of the very ﬁrst spikes
arriving at early stages of the visual system after stimulus
presentation plays a special role (VanRullen and Thorpe 2002;
Kupper et al. 2005). In a recent study, we investigated this
proposal and found that the spike responses of V1 neurons during
free viewing are synchronized just around the onset of the
postsaccadic rate increase (Maldonado et al. 2008).
It has been suggested that a corollary signal arriving in V1
simultaneously with saccade initiation could serve as a temporal
reference for the spikes induced by the visual input (Singer 1977;
Jeannerod et al. 1979). A possible candidate for such a signal
could be the saccade-related changes in neuronal excitability
that manifest themselves as modulations of the local ﬁeld
potential (LFP) or current source density (CSD) proﬁles (Bartlett
et al. 1976; Rajkai et al. 2008; Bosman et al. 2009; for a review, see
Melloni et al. 2009). Rajkai et al. (2008) reported that the
oscillations of neuronal excitability in monkey V1 were phase
locked to the onset of ﬁxations during voluntary eye movements
performed in the dark, so that the excitability becomes maximal
around the time when visual signals should have arrived if the
animals were in a lighted environment. Bosman et al. (2009)
reported that microsaccades during prolonged ﬁxations evoke
(or phase reset) LFP oscillations, which acts as a mechanism to
enhance the neuronal response to the changes in the retinal
image due to the ﬁxational eye movements. Both of these studies
clearly show that the brain uses a nonvisual, eye movement--
related signal to ‘‘predictively’’ prepare the visual system for
processing of the visual inputs that occur at each ﬁxation.
On the other hand, it has recently been shown that spike
timing can be adjusted by oscillatory modulations of neuronal
excitability and locked to a speciﬁc phase of the oscillation
(O’Keefe and Recce 1993; Volgushev et al. 1998; Csicsvari et al.
2003; Jacobs et al. 2007). Other studies have reported functional
relevance of such phase locking of spikes in the visual cortex
(Lee et al. 2005; Montemurro et al. 2008) as well as in other
brain areas (Huxter et al. 2008; Kayser et al. 2009).
Taken together, these previous studies point toward a prop-
osition that eye movement--related changes in neuronal excit-
ability may work as a mechanism for the precise coordination of
the timing of early visually evoked spikes during free viewing, as
observed in Maldonado et al. (2008). Therefore, in this study, we
examine the spiking activity and the simultaneously recorded
LFP in V1 while monkeys freely view natural images and perform
self-initiated eye movements. We extend the ﬁnding in Rajkai
et al. (2008) and Bosman et al. (2009) to the condition of free
viewing of natural images and relate the timing of visually
evoked single spikes to the LFP modulations related to the
initiation of voluntary eye movements on a trial-by-trial basis.
Materials and Methods
Data Collection
All experiments followed institutional and NIH guidelines for the care
and use of laboratory animals. Two adult, male capuchin monkeys
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 (Cebus apella) weighing 3--4 kg served as subjects for this study.
Henceforth, these animals are referred to as monkey D and S. Under
sterile conditions, each animal was implanted with a scleral search coil
for monitoring eye position (Judge et al. 1980) and a cranial post for
head ﬁxation. After a period of visual ﬁxation training, we performed
a second surgical procedure, in which a plastic recording chamber was
mounted over the visual cortex. Area 17 was accessed by stereotaxic
coordinates (Gattass et al. 1987). A micromanipulator with up to 8
independently movable tetrodes could be attached to the chamber.
After a small craniotomy was performed, an incision was made in the
dura mater and the guide tube array was positioned over the cortical
surface. After the animals participated in the recordings, their head
post, eye coils, and manipulator were removed, and they were donated
to a local zoo. During the recording, the animals were seated in
a chamber dimly lit at a low scotopic level (1--2 lx, LX-110 Lux Meter).
They were presented with a collection of 13 pictures of different
natural scenes (consisting of pictures of animals, faces and landscapes,
800 3 600 pixel resolution; taken from Corel photo library), which
were displayed on a computer monitor (frame rate: 60 Hz) located 57
cm in front of the animals subtending 40 3 30  of visual angle. As
a control, for every third stimulus presentation, a blank frame with
black background was presented instead of a natural image. We refer to
the trials with natural image stimuli as image condition trials and those
with the blank frame as blank condition trials. In order to maintain the
alertness of the animals, before every trial, we forced them to perform
a ﬁxation task, where a black frame with a single central ﬁxation spot
was presented and they had to ﬁxate to it (1  window) for 1 s in order
to be rewarded (referred to as ﬁxation part). Then, the natural images
or the blank frame were presented for 3 or 5 s for monkey D or S,
respectively (free-viewing part). In the free-viewing part, the animals
were allowed to freely explore the monitor screen with self-initiated
eye movements (Fig. 1A), while the experimental protocol required the
animals to maintain their gaze within the limits of the monitor for the 3-
or 5-s presentation period, to be rewarded with a drop of juice. After
a free-viewing part, another ﬁxation part began, followed by the next
free-viewing part, and so forth. This process was repeated as long as the
animals were motivated to continue the task. Only the data from the
free-viewing part with successful gazes served for the following
analyses.
Recording of Eye Position and Extraction of Eye Movement Events
Vertical and horizontal eye positions were monitored (Fig. 1B top) with
a search coil driver (DNI Instruments, Resolution: 1.2 minutes of arc)
and then digitized at 2 kHz. To extract the different types of eye
movements from the eye traces, we developed an automatic algorithm
(coded in C) based on the following deﬁnitions of eye movement events.
Saccades were deﬁned as eye movements with an angular velocity
higher than 100 /s lasting for at least 5 ms. In addition, saccades were
required to exhibit a minimum acceleration of 170 /s
2. Fixation periods
were classiﬁed as such when they lasted at least 100 ms with the eye
position maintained within 1  of the gaze location reached at the end of
a saccade. Sustained movements with angular velocities ranging from
70 to 150 /s, and durations of at least 100 ms were classiﬁed as drifts,
during which we did not analyze the data in the present study. Only the
unambiguous ﬁxation periods that were initiated and terminated by
unambiguous saccades were considered for further analysis. We call
each combination of a saccade and the immediately following ﬁxation
period as a ‘‘saccade--ﬁxation (S--F) trial.’’ By this deﬁnition, an S--F trial
begins with a saccade-onset (corresponding to the end of the
preceding ﬁxation), followed by a saccade-offset, which is equivalent
to ﬁxation-onset and ends with a ﬁxation-offset. The total number of
S--F trials was 2452 for monkey D and 2686 for monkey S.
Electrophysiological Recordings
Neuronal activity in the primary visual cortex during the free-viewing
task was recorded with an array of 8 individually adjustable custom
fabricated nichrome tetrodes (1--2 MX impedance). The electrodes
were positioned in a circular array, with a center-to-center distance of
~400 lm. The signals were ampliﬁed (10 K), separated into multiunit
activity (MUA; 0.5--5 kHz) and LFPs (1--200 Hz) by band-pass ﬁltering
and then stored in an electronic device at 25 kHz and 3 kHz sampling
rates, respectively. Only one LFP signal was selected from 1 of the 4
channels of each tetrode. A notch ﬁlter was applied to the LFP signals in
order to remove hum noise (at 50 Hz from the power line and at 60 Hz
from the monitor refreshing rate). To observe a single trial LFP activity
in a frequency-resolved manner, we applied wavelet transform to a LFP
trace recorded during a presentation of one of the natural image stimuli
(Fig. 1C). We used a Morlet wavelet deﬁned at frequency f and time s by ﬃﬃﬃ
f
p
  exp½i2pf ðu–sÞ exp½–ðu–sÞ
2=ð2r2Þ , according to Le Van Quyen
et al. (2001). The parameter r was set to 5/(6f), so that the wavelet
contains about 5 wave cycles. The MUA signals were fed through an off-
line sorting program (Gray et al. 1995) to reconstruct the spike trains of
single units recorded simultaneously by a single tetrode. On successive
penetrations (i.e., recording sessions) through the same guide tube,
recordings were resumed always at least 200 lm deeper than during
the previous recording session. This sampling procedure was contin-
ued until activity could no longer be measured, and then the guide
tubes were repositioned. We identiﬁed 153 single units from 26
recording sessions for monkey D and 251 units from 51 sessions for
monkey S. Some penetrations crossed V1 twice in the anterior part of
the calcarine sulcus, which led to systematic changes in receptive ﬁeld
(RF) position. The location of the RF of a multiunit response at one
Figure 1. Eye movements and V1 activity during free viewing of a natural image. (A)
Trace of eye movements of monkey D on 1 of 13 presented images. Red dots indicate
ﬁxation positions and blue curves represent the traces of saccadic eye movements.
Green dots indicate the initial (Ini) and ﬁnal (Fin) eye positions in this trial. (B) Traces
of the horizontal and vertical eye positions (top) are shown together with the
simultaneously recorded single unit spike trains of 10 neurons (middle) and an LFP
trace (3--100 Hz; bottom) from one of the tetrodes. Periods of ﬁxations and saccades
are indicated by red and blue shaded areas, respectively. Fixation periods are
numbered according to the order of their occurrence so that they correspond to the
numbers in (A). (C) Spectrogram (in a frequency range from 5 to 95 Hz) of the LFP
trace shown in (B) calculated using the wavelet transform. The onsets of ﬁxations
and saccades are indicated by red and blue vertical lines, respectively. The power is
given in arbitrary units.
Cerebral Cortex November 2011, V 21 N 11 2483
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 individual tetrode was assessed by hand mapping using a mouse-driven
white bar, while the animals ﬁxated on a small ﬁxation point in the
middle of the screen. Because all tetrodes were close to each other,
multiunit RFs largely overlapped.
Event-Triggered LFP Averages
To study LFP activities in response to eye movements, we calculated
LFP averages either triggered on the onset of ﬁxations or on the onset
of saccades (Fig. 2C,D). For this calculation, we ﬁrst band-pass ﬁltered
the recorded LFP signals between 1 and 100 Hz, by eliminating the
frequency components outside this range in the Fourier space before
inversely transforming the residual components back to the time
domain. For calculating the ﬁxation-onset--triggered LFP average, we
extracted from each S--F trial (12408 for Monkey D and 8585 for
Monkey S) a 300-ms segment of the ﬁltered LFP signal (--100 to 200 ms
relative to ﬁxation-onset) and averaged them. To access the variance of
the LFPs across trials, we calculated the standard error at each time bin.
These calculations were performed at the time resolution of the
sampling frequency of 3 kHz. The saccade-onset--triggered average was
calculated in the same manner except that saccade-onsets were used as
the reference time point for extracting the LFP segments.
Event-Triggered Mean Firing Rate
To derive the ﬁring rate responses in relation to the eye events, we
computed the mean ﬁring rates of all neurons across all S--F trials
aligned either to saccade- or to ﬁxation-onset (Fig. 2A,B). Before
averaging, the spike trains were smoothed by convolution with
a Gaussian kernel of 4 ms standard deviation. Then segments of 300-
ms duration (between --100 and 200 ms relative to the respective
trigger event) were extracted and averaged to retrieve the smoothed
population peri-stimulus time histogram (PSTH). As for the LFP average,
the variability of the ﬁring rate response is captured by the standard
error calculated at each time bin on the same time resolution.
Phase Consistency of LFP Activity Across Fixations
The average LFP shows a clear sinusoidal waveform, indicating that the
LFP modulation in response to the eye events is on a speciﬁc time scale.
Deriving this time scale by direct application of a spectral analysis to
the average LFP time series would lead to a very poor frequency
resolution due to the limited duration (300 ms) of the time series.
Therefore, we determined the time scale by employing a phase
consistency analysis of the LFP responses across ﬁxations in a fre-
quency-resolved manner in the range between 1 and 100 Hz (Fig. 2E,F).
To estimate the phase of the LFP activity for each frequency, we ﬁrst
applied a band-pass ﬁlter of a bandwidth deﬁned by±0.2 fc (Hz), with fc,
the center frequency of the ﬁlter, which is varied from 1 to 100 Hz in
steps of 1 Hz. This deﬁnition of the bandwidth renders different
frequency resolutions for different center frequencies, so that it allows
a ﬁne temporal resolution for a high center frequency and vice versa.
(For example, the bandwidth for the center frequency of 10 Hz
becomes 4 Hz [i.e., from 8 to 12 Hz], which is identical to the typical
deﬁnition of the alpha frequency band.) We obtain the instantaneous
phase of the ﬁltered signal as the arc tangent of the ratio between the
ﬁltered signal and its Hilbert transform. The phase consistency of the
Figure 2. Spiking and LFP activities related to eye-event onsets during free viewing of natural images. Panels (A,C,E) and (B,D,F) show data of monkey D and S, respectively.
(A,B) Mean ﬁring rates triggered on ﬁxation-onset (red) and saccade-onset (blue), estimated using a Gaussian kernel (standard of 4 ms). The color-shaded areas represent ±2
standard error of the mean (s.e.m.) of the respective signals. Spike data from all S--F trials and all recording sessions are combined. For better comparison, we plot saccade-
onset--triggered and ﬁxation-onset--triggered averages on a common time axis (here in relation to ﬁxation-onset). Therefore, saccade-onset--triggered averages are shifted
backwards in time by the median saccade duration (31 ms for monkey D and 33 ms for monkey S). Red and blue vertical lines indicate ﬁxation-onset and typical saccade-onset
timing, respectively. The signiﬁcance of the difference between the peak responses of the 2 average rate proﬁles was assessed by testing if the mean of the trial-wise difference
is signiﬁcantly larger than zero (paired 2-tailed t-test). The 2 peak amplitudes were taken at time points 72 ms (A) and 74 ms (B) (black dashed lines) derived as the peak of the
ﬁxation-onset--triggered mean of the ﬁring rate proﬁles. ‘‘n.s.’’ indicates a nonsigniﬁcant difference. (C,D) LFP averages triggered on ﬁxation-onset (red) and saccade-onset (blue).
The color-shaded areas represent ±2 s.e.m. of the respective signals. The temporal alignment is the same as in (A,B). The signiﬁcance of the trial-wise differences between the
amplitudes of the ﬁrst peaks of the 2 signals is derived by a 2-tailed t-test (as in A,B). The amplitude is taken at 40 ms (C) and 37 ms (D) (black dashed lines), which correspond
to the peak position of the average LFP signals. ‘‘***’’ indicates that the 2 signals were signiﬁcantly different with a P value smaller than 0.0001. (E,F) Phase consistency values of
LFPs across S--F trials in the frequency range of 3--100 Hz (y-axis) as a function of time relative to ﬁxation-onset (x-axis).
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 LFP signals across trials was obtained by calculating the vector average
of the phases at any instant in time relative to the trigger event (i.e.,
ﬁxation-onset or saccade-onset). The lengths of the resulting average
vectors represent the phase consistency values. This procedure
provides us with a measure of the reoccurrence of a speciﬁc phase
of the signal at the same time relative to trigger onset across trials.
Irrespective of the speciﬁc trigger event, the maximum phase
consistency value was found during the LFP response at frequencies
of fc = 16 (image) and 7.5 (blank) (Hz) for monkey D and fc = 13
(image) and 5.5 (blank) (Hz) for monkey S (Figs. 2E,F and 4E,F). The
frequency extracted for each of the monkeys was considered in further
analyses as their dominant LFP response frequency.
Saccade Duration--Resolved Averages of LFP and Firing Rates
To elucidate the temporal relationship between the eye movement
events and the neuronal activities, we studied how the response
latency of LFP and the ﬁring rate depend on the duration of saccades.
Therefore, we sorted S--F trials by saccade duration and calculated the
respective ﬁxation-onset--triggered averages of the LFPs for saccades of
similar durations. Before averaging, the LFPs were band-pass ﬁltered
with a center frequency set to the respective dominant frequency. The
result was smoothed across saccade durations with a sliding window
(10-ms width) starting at saccade duration of 5 ms with 2 ms
increments until 95% of the data were covered. We also computed
the saccade duration--resolved ﬁring rates accordingly. The obtained
LFP and ﬁring rate matrices are displayed in pseudocolor plots (Fig. 3)
as a function of time (x-axis, representing the time relative to ﬁxation-
onset) and saccade duration (y-axis, representing saccade duration).
Phase-Locking Analysis
To examine whether or not the timing of the spikes is related to the
LFP activity, we assessed the degree of temporal locking of the spikes
to the phase of the LFP modulations. For this purpose, we measured the
phase-locking value (PLV, Fig 4A). Thus, ﬁrst we estimated the
instantaneous phase of the LFP signals by applying the Hilbert
transform (as done in the phase consistency analysis described above).
Before the application of the Hilbert transform, the LFP signals were
ﬁltered with the bandwidth introduced above and around the center
frequency fc set to the monkey’s dominant frequency, which differed in
the different behavioral conditions (image and blank). For calculating
the PLV, we extracted the phase values at the times of the
simultaneously recorded spikes si
jkthat is, the timing of the k-th spike
of cell i within the ﬁxation period of the j-th S--F trial. The resulting
phase values were denoted as Ui
jk=Uðsi
jkÞ. Based on these, we calculated
the PLV deﬁned as
  
+
i;j;k
cosUi
jk
 2+
 
+
i;j;k
sinUi
jk
 2 1=2 
N, where N is the
total number of spikes taken into account. For the results presented in
this study, we related spikes and LFPs recorded from the same
electrode, however, comparable results were obtained when only
signals from different electrodes were related.
We applied the phase-locking analysis either within a time window at
a ﬁxed position or in a sliding window fashion (Fig. 8) to yield the time
Figure 3. Saccade duration--resolved averages of LFP and ﬁring rate during free viewing of natural images. Panels (A,C) and (B,D) show data of monkey D and monkey S,
respectively. (A,B) Top: grand average LFP calculated from all S--F trials irrespective of the duration of saccades. Bottom: saccade duration--resolved average LFP (color coded).
The LFP averages triggered on ﬁxation-onset are calculated separately for subsets of S--F trials that fall within a 10-ms window of saccade duration. The x-axis represents time
relative to ﬁxation-onset, the y-axis represents the mean saccade duration of the S--F trials that contributed to the average at the corresponding vertical position. A histogram of
the saccade durations (bin width: 2 ms) is shown to the right in each panel. Fixation-onset and saccade-onset times are marked by magenta and cyan lines, respectively. For
better visibility, LFP signals were preprocessed with a band-pass ﬁlter (±0.2 fc [Hz]) centered at the main frequency component fc of the response activity (16 Hz for monkey D
and 13 Hz for monkey S) before averaging. (C,D) Saccade duration--resolved mean ﬁring rate displayed in the same manner as for (A,B).
Cerebral Cortex November 2011, V 21 N 11 2485
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 dependence of the phase locking. In the former, the width of the
window was set to one cycle of the dominant frequency to avoid a bias
in the sampling of phase values and was centered at the peak of the
ﬁxation-onset--triggered average ﬁring rate (Fig. 7A,B, yellow colored
area). In the sliding window analysis, the window width was set to
20 ms and slid from 0 to 200 ms starting at ﬁxation-onset. To explore
a possible dependence of the PLV on the order of spikes during the
ﬁxation, we calculated the PLVs separately for the set of the ﬁrst (1ST)
and the second (2ND) spikes occurring after each ﬁxation-onset and
also for the set of all (ALL) spikes occurring during ﬁxation periods (Fig.
7C,E). For cross-checking, we also repeated all the analyses based on an
alternative phase estimation method (wavelet phase estimation, same
method as described in Electrophysiological Recordings), which
conﬁrmed our results (not shown here).
Signiﬁcance Test for Phase-Locking Value
We assessed the signiﬁcance of PLV with 2 different surrogate methods:
one is based on random shufﬂing of data and the other on random
resampling of data.
Random Shufﬂing Surrogate
This surrogate method was employed both in the ﬁxed time window
and in the moving time window analyses of PLV. An inhomogeneous
distribution of spikes (i.e., nonstationary ﬁring rates) within the PLV
analysis window may cause spuriously large PLVs due to a bias in the
considered phase values. Similarly, if the width of the analysis window
is shorter than one cycle of the dominant LFP frequency, only
a restricted set of phase values is contained and thus may bias the
resulting PLV. In order to avoid wrongly assigned signiﬁcance to PLV
estimates, we quantiﬁed the signiﬁcance of the empirical PLV by
comparison to a distribution of PLVs derived from surrogate data sets,
which were generated by shufﬂing the spike trains of the individual
neurons across different S--F trials (Fig. 6B). Thereby the spikes were
related to LFPs of nonsimultaneous, randomly selected S--F trials. Each
randomization generated one surrogate data set, which resulted in one
surrogate PLV. The PLVs estimated from 10000 such surrogate data sets
were used to construct a distribution of the surrogate PLVs to derive
the P value W of the PLV obtained from the original data. We quantiﬁed
the signiﬁcance by the surprise measure (SM) S = log½ð1–WÞ=W  deﬁned
as (Palm et al. 1988; Fig. 7D,F). The trial shufﬂing procedure destroyed
any possible correlation between the spike trains and the LFPs but
preserved the potential sampling biases of spikes and phases within the
analysis window. Thus, the obtained surrogate PLVs reﬂect the degree
of phase locking resulting only from these biases. This approach yields
a more conservative estimate of the PLV of the original data as
compared with surrogates that do not preserve the biases inherent in
the data, e.g., by spike time randomization.
Random Resampling Surrogate
This surrogate method was employed only in the PLV analysis with the
ﬁxed time window. In order to directly assess whether 1ST and 2ND
spikes are signiﬁcantly more strongly locked to the background LFP
than arbitrarily selected spikes, we compared the SMs for 1ST and 2ND
spikes with the SMs for arbitrarily chosen subsets of ALL spikes. For this
purpose, we randomly picked from ALL spikes within the analysis time
window the same number of spikes as 1ST or 2ND spikes and
computed the SM of PLV for this subset of ALL spikes. We repeated this
1000 times and estimated the median and the 95 percentile of the SMs
for the randomly resampled surrogate data sets. The SM for 1ST or 2ND
spikes was considered to be signiﬁcantly higher if it exceeded the 95
percentile of the corresponding surrogate.
Effect of LFP Amplitude on Phase Locking
To study the relationship between the amplitude of the LFP responses
and the phase locking of spikes, S--F trials were separated into 2 groups
(hi-peak and lo-peak group) according to the height of the ﬁrst positive
peak of the ﬁltered LFP signal (ﬁlter details, see above) after ﬁxation-
onset. For deriving potential differences in the locking degree of the
respective groups, we calculated separately for the 2 groups the time-
dependent PLV (Fig. 9B,C) and the LFP averages (Fig. 9D,E).
Unitary Events Analysis
To examine the relation of the phase relation of spikes to the LFP and
the occurrence of excess spike synchrony between neurons, we used
the unitary events (UEs) analysis method for the detection of signiﬁcant
spike synchrony (Gru ¨ n et al. 2002a, 2002b; Gru ¨ n 2009). The method
Figure 4. Firing rates and LFP activities related to eye-event onsets in the blank condition. The ﬁgure is organized in the same way as Figure 2, except for the gray curves in (A--D)
that show the results for the image condition (ﬁxation-onset--triggered average for ﬁring rates and saccade-onset--triggered average for LFPs) for a better comparison.
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 enables to retrieve the time-resolved occurrence of excess spike
synchrony and to relate its time course to the LFP modulations in
response to eye events (Fig. 10). To evaluate UEs, we used the same
approach as applied in our previous study (Maldonado et al. 2008),
where it is outlined in detail. In brief: For each pair of simultaneously
recorded neurons, we extracted the empirical number of coincidences
(tolerated temporal jitter: 5 ms) from all trials within a given time
window. To evaluate the signiﬁcance of the detected number of
coincidences, its count was compared with the number of coinciden-
ces expected on the basis of the ﬁring rates of the neurons within the
same time window. This expected number was derived as the sum of
the trial-by-trial products of the ﬁring probabilities of the 2 neurons,
multiplied by the number of time steps within the window derived
counts. The ﬁring probabilities were estimated from the corresponding
trial-by-trial spike counts within the window, normalized to the
number of bins. The signiﬁcance of the empirical count is derived as
the P value estimated from a Poisson distribution with the mean set to
the derived expected number. For a P value smaller or equal to
a predeﬁned signiﬁcance level (here set to 0.05), the window is
considered to contain UEs, that is, signiﬁcant excess spike synchrony.
The application of that procedure in a sliding window fashion (window
size: 50 ms, increment: 1 ms) permits to extract the time-dependent UE
rate for each neuron pair. The UE-PSTH in Figure 10, bottom,
represents the UE rate averaged over all neuron pairs.
Results
Experiments
Using an array of 8 individually adjustable tetrodes, we
recorded simultaneously the spiking activity, that is, discharges
of multiple single neurons, and LFP signals from the primary
visual cortex of 2 adult, male capuchin monkeys (C. apella).
The animals (referred henceforth as D and S) were presented
with a collection of 13 pictures of different natural scenes (an
example image can be seen in Fig. 1A), as well as black, blank
frames as a control. The animals were allowed to visually
explore the images (or blank frames) by self-initiated eye
movements, which were registered with the search coil
technique (Judge et al. 1980). The experimental protocol only
required that the animals maintain their gaze within the
borders of the visual display.
A typical trace of eye movements during one presentation of
an image is displayed in Figure 1A (blue curve). The time series
of the horizontal and vertical eye positions during these eye
movements (Fig. 1B, top) exhibited distinctive saccade and
ﬁxation periods. The onsets of the saccades and ﬁxations were
derived on the basis of the angular velocity and the acceleration
of the eye movements (for details, see Materials and Methods).
The median durations of saccades and ﬁxations were 31 and
263 ms for monkey D and 33 and 371 ms for monkey S,
respectively. The eye positions at the onsets of ﬁxation periods
are marked with red dots in Figure 1A. In the following, we
refer to each successive pair of saccade and ﬁxation periods as
a saccade--ﬁxation (S--F) trial.
Spiking and LFP Activities in Response to Eye Movements
We recorded up to 5 cells per tetrode from 68 recording
sessions, yielding 418 single units individually identiﬁed by
a manual clustering method (Gray et al. 1995). The RFs of most
units were located within 5--10  from the center of gaze and
were smaller than 2 . About 15% of the recordings were made
below the opercular layer. No further RF properties were
determined in order to save time for data acquisition during
free viewing. As mentioned above, we also recorded LFP signals
(1--200 Hz) from the same tetrodes. In Figure 1B, we show 10
spike trains and one LFP trace recorded concurrently with the
eye movements shown in Figure 1A. The spectrogram of the
LFP trace (Fig. 1C) indicates short-lasting power increases in
the beta band (10--25 Hz) shortly after onsets of ﬁxations.
To examine the changes of the spiking and LFP activities in
relation to the eye movements, we computed separately for
each of the animals the averages of ﬁring rates and LFPs
triggered on the onsets of saccades or onsets of ﬁxations during
free viewing of natural images (Fig. 2A--D). As reported in our
previous study (Maldonado et al. 2008), the ﬁxation-onset--
triggered mean ﬁring rate starts to rise at about 40 ms after
ﬁxation-onset and reaches its peak value at around 70 ms (Fig.
2A,B). The saccade-onset--triggered average also follows a sim-
ilar time course. Although the peak height is slightly higher for
the ﬁxation-onset--triggered average, this difference is not
signiﬁcant (paired 2-tailed t-test; P = 0.078 for monkey D and
P = 0.053 for monkey S). On the other hand, there is a clear
difference between the LFP averages triggered on the ﬁxation-
onset and saccade-onset (Fig. 2C,D). For both trigger events,
the LFP averages exhibit a sinusoidal waveform of about 1.5
cycles, but the saccade-onset--triggered LFP has a signiﬁcantly
larger amplitude than the ﬁxation triggered LFP at the ﬁrst
positive deﬂection (paired 2-tailed t-test; P < 0.0001 for both
animals). We note that the onset of a saccade and the onset of
the following ﬁxation are on average separated only by the
saccade duration of 31 ms (monkey D) or 33 ms (monkey S).
The LFP modulation, however, starts about 50 ms after saccade-
onset, that is, during the early ﬁxation period. The fact that the
amplitude of the saccade-onset--triggered LFP is larger than the
ﬁxation-onset--triggered LFP (ﬁrst peaks, respectively) indicates
that the LFP modulations are more tightly coupled to the
onsets of saccades than to the onsets of ﬁxations.
The sinusoidal appearance of the LFP averages strongly
indicates that the modulation of LFP activity after eye move-
ments is on a speciﬁc time scale. To determine which time
scale contributes most to the average LFP, we analyzed the
phase consistency of the LFP activities across ﬁxations (see
Materials and Methods), resolved for frequencies in the range
of 1--100 Hz. The phase consistency value for a given frequency
is larger the more consistent the phase relationship of the
signal in this frequency band is in relation to a given trigger
event across trials. Therefore, the concentration of large phase
consistency values in a speciﬁc frequency range indicates the
presence of a time-locked response (either evoked or due to
phase reset of ongoing oscillations) in a speciﬁc frequency
range. As shown in Figure 2E,F, the largest phase consistency
values are present in a narrow frequency range, which lies
within the beta frequency band, centered at 16 Hz for monkey
D and 13 Hz for monkey S.
The average ﬁring rate and the average LFP show an
interesting relationship: The ﬁrst positive peak of the LFP
response coincides with the onset of the change of the ﬁring
rate, while the following trough coincides with the peak of the
ﬁring rate (Fig. 3, top). To elucidate the details of this temporal
relation between the various neuronal activities and the eye
events, we examined how the latencies of the LFP and the
spike responses depend on the duration of the saccades. For
this purpose, we grouped S--F trials according to their saccade
durations and calculated ﬁxation-onset--triggered averages of
LFP and ﬁring rate separately for each of the groups (for details,
see Material and Methods). For the visualization of the 2
variables, we plotted these averages as a function of time and
Cerebral Cortex November 2011, V 21 N 11 2487
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 saccade duration (Fig. 3). Figure 3A,B shows that the onsets of
the LFP modulations have a constant latency from saccade-
onset (cyan oblique line), which clearly indicates that the LFP
activity is locked to saccade-onset and not to ﬁxation-onset.
Interestingly, the onsets of the ﬁring rate increase follow
a similar pattern (Fig. 3C,D). However, as discussed below, we
have indications that the origin of the locking to saccade-onset
is different for the 2 signals.
For comparison, we also examined the changes of LFP and
spiking activities around the onset of eye movements on a blank
screen. The ﬁring rates (Fig. 4A,B, saccade triggered: red and
ﬁxation triggered: blue) in the blank condition are in tendency
lower than in the image condition (Fig. 4A,B,g r a yc u r v e s ) .I n
monkey D, the ﬁring rates reach the rate level attained in the
image condition at a later phase of the ﬁxation period, being
considerably lower in the early phase of the ﬁxation period. The
same holds true for monkey S, but here the ﬁring rates are lower
than in the image condition, with the largest difference at rate
onset. By contrast, in the blank condition, the average LFPs
triggered on saccade-onset (blue) and ﬁxation-onset (red) (Fig.
4C,D) exhibit amplitude modulations that are at least as large as
in the image condition (Fig. 4C,D, gray). Notably, in the blank
condition, the time scales of the changes in the spike and LFP
activities are slower than in the image condition. This can also be
observed in the results of the phase consistency analysis of the
LFPs (Fig. 4E,F): The maximum phase consistency values are
concentrated at much lower frequencies (7.5 Hz for monkey D
and 5.5 Hz for monkey S) in the blank condition (for consistent
results in the dark, see also Rajkai et al. (2008)) as compared
with the image condition (16 Hz for monkey D and 13 Hz for
monkey S).
Since the experimental chamber was not completely dark in
the blank condition, part of the observed responses may have
been due to visual stimulation by the edges of the monitor
screen. To examine this possibility, we calculated the average
LFP and the mean ﬁring rate separately for 2 classes of ﬁxations:
onecomprisingﬁxationsaroundthecenterofthescreenandthe
otherﬁxationsclosetoorattheedgeofthescreen.Theseclasses
were derived by sorting the S--F trials in descending order of the
distances of their ﬁxation positions to the nearest monitor edge.
The top and the bottom quartiles of these S--F trials were
selected as containing center ﬁxations and edge ﬁxations,
respectively. As shown in Figure 5, the onset of the rate increase
was either considerably delayed for the center ﬁxations (Fig. 5A,
monkey D, cyan) or the increase was almost completely
suppressed (Fig. 5B, monkey S, cyan). This suggests that the
initial part of therateresponse may indeedbeduetostimulation
bythemonitoredge.Infact,therelativechangeoftheinitialrate
increase relatedtotheedge ﬁxations was as largeas inthe image
condition (gray dashed curve). But we also observed a rate
increase for the center ﬁxations with some delay(in monkey D),
suggesting that the eye movements as such can evoke (or
induce) spiking activity without a visual stimulation. This is
consistent with the report by Rajkai et al. (2008), where an
increase in the multiunit activity was observed in response to
eye movements performed in total darkness. On the other hand,
we ﬁnd that, in contrast to the ﬁring rates, the amplitudes of the
LFP modulations related to eye movements were neither
diminished nor delayed for center ﬁxations (Fig. 5C,D). Splitting
the ﬁxations into 2 classes reduced the sample size of the LFP
responses and increased their variance. Neverthelss, the LFP
averages for center ﬁxation trials exhibit a similar timing and
amplitude modulation as the LFPs for edge ﬁxations. Taken
together, these observations suggest that the early changes in
the ﬁring rates are related to visually evoked neuronal activity,
whilethechangesintheLFPs(andlikelyalsothelaterpartofthe
rate responses) are coupled to the eye movements.
Phase Relation of Spikes to LFP
The result of the saccade duration--resolved analysis (Fig. 3)
suggests that the latency of the visually evoked spiking activity
is modulated by saccade-related neuronal activity, which
Figure 5. Firing rates and LFP activities related to eye-event onsets in the blank condition, calculated for the ﬁxations around the center of the monitor screen and close to its
edge. For the selection of center ﬁxations and edge ﬁxations, we sorted the S--F trials in the descending order of the distance between their ﬁxation position and the nearest
monitor edge. The ﬁxations comprising the top and the bottom quartiles were selected as the center ﬁxations and the edge ﬁxations, respectively. (A,B) Mean ﬁring rate triggered
on ﬁxation-onset, obtained from edge ﬁxations (pink) or from center ﬁxations (cyan). The color-shaded areas represent ±2 s.e.m. of the respective signals. For comparison, the
mean ﬁring rates from the image condition are also shown (gray dashed). However, for better comparison of the modulation of the responses in the different conditions, we
shifted the ﬁring rates from the image condition by a vertical offset such that their value at time 0 (i.e., ﬁxation-onset) is equal to those of the edge ﬁxations (pink). (C,D) LFP
averages triggered on saccade-onset (time is shifted by median saccade duration as in Fig. 2). Color convention is same as for (A,B).
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 manifests itself in the LFP signals. To examine this possibility on
a trial-by-trial basis, we studied the temporal relation of
individual spikes in single trials to the changes in the
background LFP activity. For a quantitative characterization of
a potential temporal locking of the spikes to a speciﬁc phase of
the LFP modulations, we examined the PLV (for details, see
Materials and Methods and Fig. 6). The clear sinusoidal
waveform of the average LFP justiﬁes the usage of phase values
as a reference for representation of speciﬁc timing relations
between individual spikes and LFP modulations.
We ﬁrst explored the locking of the spikes that occurred
during the period where the ﬁring rate and the LFP exhibited
the largest changes, deﬁned as the interval centered at the peak
of PSTH and spanning one cycle of the dominant LFP frequency
(see yellow area in Fig. 7A,B). To account for trivial locking that
may be induced by the nonstationarity of the ﬁring rate during
this interval, we derived the signiﬁcance of the PLV by use of
a surrogate method (Random Shufﬂing Surrogate in Materials
and Methods section). These surrogate data sets were
generated by shufﬂing the spike trains across the S--F trials
(while the LFPs remained unshufﬂed) to intentionally destroy
the simultaneity of the spike trains and the LFP recordings. The
PLV was evaluated from the surrogate set in the same way as
done in the original data. From such repetitively generated
surrogate data, we thus derived the PLV distribution reﬂecting
independent data (Fig. 6). The empirical PLV (Fig. 7C,G, green
bars) was then tested for its signiﬁcance using this distribution
(Fig. 7C,G, cyan bars marked ALL). We found locking of the
spikes to the LFP well beyond the 0.1% signiﬁcance level, also
expressed in very high values of the SM (Fig. 7E,I, green bars).
This is also directly visible in the comparison of the cycle
histogram of the original spikes (Fig. 7D,H left, green bars) with
the mean cycle histogram of the surrogate spike data (Fig. 7D,H
left, cyan lines).
The results of the phase-locking analysis indicate that
visually evoked spikes occur preferentially at a particular phase
of the LFP modulations. Such phase locking may be the
mechanism responsible for the occurrence of excess spike
synchrony in particular for early response spikes. In fact,
Maldonado et al. (2008) showed the occurrence of excess
spike synchrony at around the onset of the visual response, that
is, about 20 ms before the peak ﬁring rate. Therefore, we
Figure 6. Schematic illustration of phase-locking analysis and generation of surrogate data. (A) Each row sketches data from one S--F trial around ﬁxation-onset (dashed vertical
line): LFP (black curve) and a simultaneously recorded spike train (vertical ticks). The phase-locking analysis is illustrated here for ﬁrst spikes per trial (red ticks). To calculate the
PLV, the LFP phases at spike times (red dots) are averaged by circular statistics (bottom panel). The length of the obtained average vector (red arrow) represents the empirical
PLV. For illustration, the PLV is here computed within the prespeciﬁed time window (yellow area). For a time resolved phase--locking analysis, the window is slid in time and the
PLV is calculated at each window position. To derive the locking tendency of all spikes within the window, the PLV may also be calculated on their basis (including the black
spikes). (B) Illustration of the generation of the surrogate data for the signiﬁcance test of the PLV. To estimate the PLV expected from independent LFP and spike signals, the spike
trains are randomly shufﬂed across the S--F trials (pink arrows). The extracted phase values (blue dots) from these newly combined spikes and LFP signals serve to compute the
surrogate PLV calculated in the same manner as for the original data.
Cerebral Cortex November 2011, V 21 N 11 2489
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 repeated the phase-locking analysis with speciﬁc emphasis on
spikes occurring at the onset of the rate response. Due to the
relatively low ﬁring rates of the neurons, the estimation of the
onset of the rate change in single trials was not reliable.
Therefore, we decided to simply focus on the ﬁrst spike per
trial after ﬁxation-onset. The histogram of these spikes (Fig.
7A,B, red) indicates that they often occur shortly after ﬁxation-
onset. This is trivially explained by the ﬁrst event delay
distribution for a point process of a given (stationary) rate.
These very early spikes are likely not to be caused by the visual
input, given the propagation delay from the retina to V1 of
about 35 ms in mammals (Livingstone et al. 1996; Schiller and
Tehovnik 2001). Thus, we concentrated on the ﬁrst spikes that
are likely related to the visual input, by considering only the S--F
trials that showed a ﬁrst spike within the analysis window also
used in the previous analysis (yellow marked areas in Fig. 7A,B).
This time window captures the second peak of the ﬁrst spike
histogram, likely reﬂecting the early spikes of visual input.
Note, we did not relabel the ﬁrst spikes in relation to the
beginning of this time interval but just discarded S--F trials in
which the ﬁrst spike did not occur in this time interval. Clearly,
our selection of the ﬁrst spikes is only a very rough estimate of
the spikes potentially representing the onset of the responses
and may be ‘‘contaminated’’ by spontaneous spikes that are not
elicited by the stimulus. Therefore, we compared the PLV
calculated for the set of the ﬁrst spikes (1ST) to the PLV of the
set of the second spikes (2ND). The latter were selected from
the same time interval by corresponding criteria as for the 1ST
spikes and independently from them. The result of this analysis
shows a clear difference in the degree of phase locking
between these 2 classes of spikes (Fig. 7C,E,G,I): Only 1ST
spikes exhibit a signiﬁcant phase locking with P values much
smaller than 0.001, while the P values for 2ND spikes do not
even reach a P value of 0.01.
Figure 7. Phase locking of spikes of individual neurons to LFP modulations during ﬁxation periods. Panels (A,C,D,E,F) and (B,G,H,I,J) show data of monkey D and S, respectively.
(A,B) Spike histograms of different sets of spikes aligned to ﬁxation-onset (bin width: 5 ms). The histogram of all spikes (ALL, green) is a binned and rescaled version of the mean
ﬁring rate in Figure 2. The histogram of the ﬁrst spikes (1ST, red) represents the time-resolved counts of the ﬁrst spikes occurring in each trial after ﬁxation-onset.
Correspondingly, the other histogram represents the counts of the second spikes (2ND, blue) in each trial after ﬁxation-onset. The saccade-onset--triggered average LFP is also
shown (gray curve, arbitrary units) to illustrate the temporal relationship between the spiking activities and the LFP. (C,G) PLV for respective sets of spikes (the same color
convention as in (A,B)). PLVs are calculated within a time interval encompassing the largest changes in LFP and ﬁring rate (yellow marked area in (A,B); for its deﬁnition, see
Materials and Methods). To the right of each PLV is the mean of the surrogate PLVs (cyan) with the bar representing the 95 percentile of the surrogate PLV distribution. (*p\
0.05, **p\0.01, and ***p\0.001.) (D,H) Period histograms of ALL spikes (left) and 1ST spikes (right) represented as a probability density function (p.d.f.). Cyan lines show
the p.d.fs. of the corresponding surrogates. (E,I) Signiﬁcance of the PLVs shown in (C,G) expressed in terms of the SM. Color convention is same as in (A,B) and (C,G). Dashed
lines indicate the signiﬁcance levels with different P values. (F,J) Comparison of the SMs for 1ST and 2ND spikes to the SMs for randomly resampled surrogate subsets of ALL
spikes. The size (i.e., the number of spikes) of the surrogate subsets was matched to the size of 1ST or 2ND spikes. Green bars and the associated error bars represent the
median and the 95 percentile of the SMs for the resampled ALL spikes, respectively.
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 To further elucidate the potential special role of the ﬁrst
spikes after ﬁxation-onset, we compared the signiﬁcance of 1ST
and 2ND spikes on the basis of resampling from ALL spikes. To
this end we randomly selected the same number of spikes as the
reference class from ALL spikes in the same time interval. For
these randomly selected spikes, we also calculated the PLV and
evaluated its signiﬁcance in terms of SM by use of the above--
mentioned trial shufﬂing surrogate method. This procedure was
repeated 1000 times to yield the distribution of SMs. Figure 7F,J
shows the comparison of the SMs of the 1ST (red) and 2ND
(blue) spikes in comparison to the respective SMs from
resampled ALL spikes (both in green). In both animals, the SM
for 1ST spikes is signiﬁcantly larger than the surrogate SMs,
while the SM for 2ND spikes is within the 95 percentile of the
surrogate SMs. Although both, 1ST and 2ND spikes, are subsets
of ALL spikes, only the 1ST spikes are nevertheless signiﬁcantly
different from ALL spikes implying that these indeed comprise
a special subset of spikes that exhibit phase locking to the LFP
modulations in contrast to other spikes.
To examine whether the phase locking of spikes to the LFP
modulations extends throughout the whole ﬁxation period, we
performed also a time resolved phase--locking analysis using
a narrow sliding analysis window (20-ms width). This analysis
was applied again separately for 1ST and 2ND spikes, as well as
for ALL spikes. The time course of the PLVs of the 1ST spikes
and the corresponding (random shufﬂing) surrogate are shown
in Figure 8A,B. The PLV of 1ST spikes remains within the 95
percentile of the surrogate distribution for most of the ﬁxation
period but shows a highly signiﬁcant increase (P < 0.001) at
around 60 ms after ﬁxation-onset (Fig. 8C,D). This indicates
that the phase locking observed in Figure 7 is due to excess
locking during a short, initial period. The timing of signiﬁcant
locking coincides with the negative peak of the LFP modulation
and also with the second peak of the ﬁrst spike histogram (Fig.
7A,B). The time course of the phase locking of 2ND spikes
occurs with considerably lower signiﬁcance values (Fig. 8C,D).
This result conﬁrms that the phase locking is highly selective
for the ﬁrst spikes in V1 at about 60 ms after the beginning of
a ﬁxation.
Mechanism of First Spike Phase Locking
The observed phase locking of early spikes is most likely due to
the temporal modulation of neuronal excitability (Hopﬁeld
1995; Mehta et al. 2002; Rajkai et al. 2008). The present analysis
revealed an oscillatory LFP that was phase locked to saccade
onset. LFPs result from synchronous trasmembrane currents in
the population of neurons adjacent to the recording electrode,
inward and outward currents causing negative and positive
deﬂections, respectively. Most of the contributing currents
result from EPSCs and IPSCs because these summate much
more effectively than the rapidly alternating inward and
outward currents of action potentials (Mitzdorf and Singer
1977, 1978, 1979, 1980, 1985). At a single unit level, this
modulation is likely to be reﬂected in membrane potential
modulations, since the LFP was shown to strongly correlate
with the membrane potential (Lampl et al. 1999; Poulet and
Petersen 2008; Okun et al. 2010). This leads to the in-
terpretation that the time of occurrence of an output spike
of a V1 neuron is determined by the interaction between its
momentary excitability, which can be modeled as a ﬂuctuating
ﬁring threshold of the neuron, and an additional visually driven,
afferent input (Fig. 9A). The temporal jitter of the neuron’s
output spikes across trials is expected to be small—even when
the excitatory drive is variable—if the 2 inputs intersect at the
Figure 8. Time-resolved analysis of phase locking. Panels (A,C) and (B,D) show data of monkey D and monkey S, respectively. (A,B) PLV of the ﬁrst spikes as a function of time
relative to ﬁxation-onset. PLVs calculated from the real data (red trace) are plotted with the PLVs form surrogate data, shown with the median value (cyan curve) and the 95
percentile of the PLV distribution (cyan area) at each time point. (C,D) Time-resolved SM of the PLV for the ﬁrst (red), second (blue), and all (green spikes in the image condition).
The dotted horizontal lines indicate different signiﬁcance levels (2-tailed). All calculations were done in a sliding window manner with a time window of 20-ms width.
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 steepest slope of the LFP. Thus, a ﬁrst prediction of the model
is that a larger degree of phase locking should be associated
with larger LFP amplitudes as compared with cases with
smaller LFP amplitudes.
To test this prediction, we separated S--F trials into 2 groups
according to the size of the LFP response amplitude, with one
group composed of trials of large LFP amplitudes and the other
with small amplitudes (for details, see Materials and Methods).
The comparison of the degree of phase locking of the ﬁrst
spikes of the 2 groups (Fig. 9B,C) reveals—as predicted—a
higher degree of phase locking for the high amplitude group.
On the contrary, the ﬁring rates calculated separately for the 2
groups (Fig. 9D,E) do not show a difference in the strengths of
the rate responses. Thus, a higher degree of phase locking is
not associated with a higher ﬁring rate. Consequently, the
difference in the degree of phase locking can only be explained
by a mere modulation of spike timing without an accompany-
ing change in the ﬁring rates of the neurons.
Figure 9. Inﬂuence of LFP amplitude on spike time precision. (A) Proposed model to account for spike timing precision based on the LFP modulation. Modulations of the ﬁeld
potentials are assumed to correlate with changes in the effective ﬁring threshold of neurons (colored curves). Different levels of LFP amplitude modulation are shown in colors
(red, blue, and green). 2 different temporal proﬁles of neuronal activation by sensory input are depicted as a black and gray curve. The crossing point of a neuronal activation curve
with the effective ﬁring threshold deﬁnes the time of the ﬁring of the ﬁrst spike (triangular marks on the time axis). The temporal jitter of the ﬁrst spikes induced by different
strength of neuronal activation depends on the amplitude of the threshold modulation. (B--E) Test of the model in experimental data (left column: monkey D, right column: monkey
S). Fixation-triggered S--F trials were separated into 2 groups according to the amplitude of the ﬁrst positive peak of the LFP response (50% largest [red] vs. 50% smallest [blue])
and were analyzed separately. The time resolved mean phase--locking value (B,C) and the time-dependent mean ﬁring rate (D,E) are shown for the 2 groups. The shaded area in
(B,C) represents 95% conﬁdence interval of the PLV estimated by the trial shufﬂing method. The shaded areas in (D,E) represent ±2 s.e.m. of the respective signals.
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 A second prediction of the model is related to the timing of
spike synchrony between neurons. Let us now consider
a number of V1 neurons simultaneously, each receiving afferent
inputs of different strengths due to, for example, differences in
their tuning. Their time course of excitability, however, is
expected to be very similar as suggested by the strong
correlations between simultaneously recorded, nearby LFPs
(Destexhe et al. 1999). As argued above, the temporal jitter of
the output spikes of the neurons is expected to be smallest at the
time of the steepest slope of theL F P ,t h a ti s ,a tt h ep o i n to f
inﬂexion. Thus, spikes of different neurons under the inﬂuence of
similar excitability modulations should have a higher probability
to coincide with each other around this point in time. To test this
prediction, we calculated the time course of excess spike
synchrony (UEs, as in Maldonado et al. 2008) across all possible
pairs of simultaneously recordedn e u r o n sa n dc o m p a r e di tw i t h
the corresponding time course of the average LFP. As the model
predicts, the peak of the excess spike synchrony coincides
exactly with the steepest negative slope of the LFP, as illustrated
by the coincidence of the peaks of the derivative of the LFP and of
the UE rate (Fig. 10). Thus, our model is capable of explaining
consistently the preferred locking of ﬁrst spikes to the LFP phase
as well as the occurrence and timing of excess spike synchrony.
The peak of the excess spike synchrony precedes the peak of the
ﬁring rate (Maldonado et al. 2008) and coincides with the timing
of the fastest rate increase (Fig. 10, middle row). This result
suggests that the peak of the excess synchrony is due to
enhanced synchronization between early visually evoked spikes,
which is consistent with our model prediction emphasizing the
contribution of ﬁrst spikes to excess spike synchrony.
Discussion
Our results show that under a natural viewing condition, that is,
when the animals perform self-initiated eye movements while
viewing natural scene images, LFP modulations in the beta
frequency range are initiated in V1 with the beginning of
saccades, suggesting the arrival of an eye movement--related signal
at this area. This signal appears to modulate the timing of the
onset of visually evoked spiking activity during ﬁxations, leading
to a locking of these ﬁrst spikes to a speciﬁc phase of the LFP
modulation and thereby providingam e c h a n i s mf o rt h es y n c h r o -
nization of these spikes.
The phase locking of the ﬁrst spikes is highly likely
a reﬂection of the interaction between the visual input--
related signal and the eye movement--related signal in V1. To
elucidate this point, we examined data from the blank
condition, where a blank frame was presented instead of
natural scene images. We found that the initial increase in
the ﬁring rate after a saccadic eye movement is due to visual
stimulation rather than due to eye movements (will be
d i s c u s s e di nm o r ed e t a i lb e l o w ) .O nt h eo t h e rh a n d ,t h eL F P
modulations in the blank condition were as large as in the
image condition, indicating that the LFP modulations after
saccades are related to eye movements per se rather than to
ﬁxations. Based on these observations, we postulated a model
for the mechanism of phase locking of spikes to the LFP as
the interaction between afferent visual input and saccade-
related modulation of excitability. This model correctly
predicted the dependence of the strength of the phase
locking on LFP amplitude as well as the timing of excess
spike synchrony.
Figure 10. Temporal relationship between LFP, ﬁring rate, and UE rate. Red solid and blue dashed curves in the top panel represent saccade-onset--triggered average LFP and its
1ST temporal derivative (dashed blue), respectively. The pink vertical line indicates the position of the negative peak of the derivative, which corresponds to the steepest negative
slope of the LFP. It coincides with the peak of excess spike synchrony between neurons, measured as UE rate (bottom panel) as predicted by our model. The UE peak precedes
the peak of the ﬁring rates of the neurons but coincides with the timing of the fastest rate increase (middle panel).
Cerebral Cortex November 2011, V 21 N 11 2493
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 Origin of the LFP Modulation
The saccade-related LFP modulation is likely to reﬂect a cor-
ollary signal that is generated in association with eye move-
ments. We ﬁnd this LFP modulation to be present in both, the
image and the blank condition (cmp. Bartlett et al. 1976). A
corollary signal was suggested to result either as a feedback
signal from extraocular muscles (Buisseret and Maffei 1977) or
as an efferent copy (Purpura et al. 2003). The latter is likely to
originate in the pontine reticular formation and to be related to
the pontogeniculooccipital waves that accompany eye move-
ments and are associated with excitability changes in the lateral
geniculate nucleus and the visual cortex (Jeannerod et al.
1979). This corollary discharge has been proposed to serve as
a mechanism to reset areas involved in visual processing by
erasing the traces of the presaccadic image and by simulta-
neously raising excitability at the onset of the new ﬁxation
(Singer 1977; Rajkai et al. 2008; for a review, see Melloni et al.
2009). In addition, it had been postulated to reduce trans-
mission of visually induced signals during saccades (saccadic
suppression) to avoid interference with signals resulting from
novel, postsaccadic input (Burr et al. 1994).
Whilst it can be asserted that LFP modulations reported here
could be caused by the visually induced feed-forward input, 2 of
our results argue against this possibility. First, the initial
component of the LFP modulations occurs rather early (~20
ms after ﬁxation-onset) to be caused by visually induced inputs.
Second, during eye movements in the blank condition, the LFP
modulations are still present with amplitudes and latencies
comparable with those observed in the image condition (Fig. 4).
Certainly, it cannot be ruled out that later components of the
LFP modulations may contain contributions from visually
induced inputs. In fact, the difference between the average
LFP in the image and in the blank condition is larger for those
later components. However, we contend that the earliest
components are most relevant for the observed phase locking
of ﬁrst spikes because, according to our model, only the ﬁrst
excitatory change in neural excitability, which is reﬂected by
the ﬁrst negative slope of the LFP modulation, is crucial for
generating the phase locking of the ﬁrst spikes.
The biophysical origin of the LFP has been discussed to reﬂect
coordinated synaptic input and slow intrinsic conductances
(Mitzdorf 1985; Buzsaki 2006) in the local cortical network.
Although this is a plausible assumption, there is yet no direct
experimental validation of this view. Rather, it was shown that,
while there is a strong correlation between the LFP and the
simultaneously intracellularly measured membrane potential, the
relation of the LFP to the output spiking activity of the cell is not
as clear and in particular does not show a one-to-one relationship
(Lampl et al. 1999; Poulet and Petersen 2008; Okun et al. 2010).
This observation holds even more so for synchronous spike
events—even if the membrane potentials of 2 cells correlate
well, and in turn correlate with the LFP, the output spiking of
these cells is not necessarily correlated (Poulet and Petersen
2008). This is consistent with our ﬁnding that the time course of
the excess spike synchrony is not comodulating with the LFP
modulation (Fig. 10). These results rather suggest that at
occurrence times of excess spike synchrony additional input is
available (in our case saccade-related excitability) as reﬂected by
the LFP, thus leading to a nonlinear relation of LFP and output
spike synchrony. This view is very much in agreement with the
ﬁndings of Denker et al. (2010) and Denker et al. (2011), who
showed that excess synchronous spike events (Gru ¨ n et al. 2002a,
2002b) exhibit a stronger phase locking to the LFP than
synchronous events occurring at chance level. The authors
concluded that this excess spike synchrony and its preferred
locking to the LFP is the result of an interaction of ‘‘background’’
oscillatory LFP and incoming packets of synchronous activity.
Another possible contribution to the observed LFP modu-
lations is related to attention because of the tight coupling
observed between the mechanisms controlling eye movements
and attention (Corbetta et al. 1998; Everling 2007). It is well
known that attentional mechanisms affect the responses of V1
cells and LFPs to simple visual stimuli (Motter 1993; Fries et al.
2001). However, it is quite difﬁcult to dissociate attentional
effects from eye movement--related effects. For this purpose,
one would need to prepare a condition where animals make
eye movements to either attended or nonattended stimuli, but
even then the absence of attention cannot be fully sub-
stantiated just because the animals did make eye movements to
the (putatively) nonattended stimuli. In the present study, we
did not intend to introduce speciﬁc attentional changes but
rather tried to keep the animals at a stationary attentional level
(see Materials and Methods). Whilst we did not have a precise
way to monitor their attentional state, we could measure brain
activity related to voluntary, self-initiated eye movements,
which were not driven by changes of the saliency in the visual
input. It would be desirable to further manipulate top-down
and bottom-up attentional states by exploiting certain appro-
priate tasks, but we believe that is reasonably regarded as
beyond the scope of the present study and left to be explored
in future studies.
Saccade-Related Signals in the Blank Condition
Examination of spiking activities in the blank condition enabled
us to disentangle different components in the rate responses in
relation to eye movements. We separated the ﬁxations into
center ﬁxations (without visual stimulation) and edge ﬁxations
(likely associated with stimulation by the monitor edges) and
found that for the edge ﬁxations the modulation depth of the
initial rate response and its timing corresponds to the type of
response we found in the image condition, while the response
appeared considerably delayed or was even diminished for the
center ﬁxations. In monkey D, a later increase in the ﬁring rates
occurred without visual stimulation. This is attributed to eye
movements and in agreement with the ﬁndings by Rajkai et al.
(2008). This late part of the response cannot be related to the
phase locking that we observed in the image condition, since
we demonstrated that this phase locking involves exclusively
early visually induced spikes.
While a number of previous studies have reported eye
movement--related changes in spiking activity in visual cortices
(for a review, see Wurtz 2008), only a few have looked closely
into the modulations of cortical ﬁeld potentials during eye
movements. One of these is a study by Rajkai et al. (2008) who
studied the spiking activity (in form of MUA) and the CSD
activity (derived from LFP recordings) in V1 in relation to
voluntary eye movements in the dark. They found phase-locked
CSD signals in the delta/theta frequency band (3--8 Hz) and
a rate increase of the MUA in relation to ﬁxation-onset, the
latter occurring even in complete absence of visual stimulation.
The conclusion of this study is that the modulation of the CSD
reﬂects a modulation of the local neuronal ensemble in
preparation of the visual inputs that would arrive in a stimulus
2494 Saccade-Related Excitability Modulation Supports Spike Synchrony
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 condition after ﬁxation-onset. The rate changes they found are
likely to be related to the eye movement as such. Our ﬁndings
complement their results in 2 aspects. First, we conﬁrmed
found the phase-locked modulation of the LFP. The dominant
frequency of this LFP modulation in the blank condition agrees
well with that found by Rajkai et al. (2008). However, we
observed a higher dominant frequency (beta range) during
active exploration of natural scenes (i.e., the image condition).
I na d d i t i o n ,w ew e r ea b l et oi d e n t i f yt h i sr e s p o n s ea sl o c k e dt o
saccade-onset rather than to ﬁxation-onset. This distinction could
not be made in Rajkai et al. (2008) due to the low sampling rate of
the eye movement recordings (70 Hz). Second, during self-
initiated eye movements in the blank condition, we also ﬁnd a late
component of ﬁring rate increase in a situation without any visual
stimulation (center ﬁxations). The timing of this component
coincides with the ﬁrst negative deﬂection of the phase-locked
LFP modulation, supporting the hypothesis of a preparatory
increase of excitability that interacts with the visually evoked
activity. Rajkai et al. (2008) reported eye movement--related
changes of the power of LFP oscillations in a wider frequency
range, including beta and gamma frequency bands. This aspect, as
well as the change in the dominant frequency of the phase-locked
components as a function of experimental conditions, needs to be
explored in future studies.
The Inﬂuence of Microsaccades
Recent studies support the view that microsaccades and saccades
form a to saccade continuum because they share a common
oculomotor generator (Martinez-Conde et al. 2009). In fact,
Bosman et al. (2009) reported that microsaccades during
prolonged ﬁxations evoke or phase-reset LFP oscillations, similarly
t oo u rﬁ n d i n g s .N o t a b l y ,t h e ys h o w e dt h a tt h ea v e r a g eL F P
triggered on the onset of microsaccades exhibited modulations
o nt h et i m es c a l eo ft h ed e l t a / t h e t af r e q u e n c yb a n d( F i g .2 A in
Bosman et al. 2009) and also that the LFP shows phase locking to
the onset of microsaccades in a wide frequency range spanning
from the delta/theta band to the high gamma band (~80 Hz), with
the most prominent locking around the beta band (Fig 3A in
Bosman et al. 2009). The phase locking in higher frequencies than
the beta band, which is missing in our observation, may be
attributed in their study to the very strong neuronal activation
(ﬁring rates up to 100 Hz) caused by stimulation with high
contrast gratings. Such a stimulation is known to evoke gamma
band oscillations in the LFP and in the spiking activities (Juergens
et al. 1999; Friedman-Hill et al. 2000; Berens et al. 2008), which
might contribute to phase locking of the LFPs in the gamma band
to the onset of microsaccades. The discrepancy in the dominant
frequencies of the saccade-locked LFP modulations might be
attributed to the difference of the experimental conditions, that
is, free viewing of natural images in our study and ﬁxating with
attention to a peripheral target in Bosman et al. (2009). This point,
h o w e v e r ,n e e d st ob ec l a r i ﬁ e di nf u t u r es t u d i e s .
Given the above ﬁndings on microsaccade-related LFP changes,
one need to consider to which extent microsaccades might have
inﬂuenced our results. In fact, studies on humans have shown that
microsaccades occur also during free viewing (Otero-Millan et al.
2008). However, the probability is small that we detected
microsaccades since our threshold for saccade detection was
set to 1 , which is a standard criterion for discrimination between
microsaccades and regular saccades. On the other hand, Otero-
Millan et al. (2008) also reported that microsaccades occur mainly
at later stages during prolonged ﬁxations and that the intervals
between microsaccades and regular saccades are on the same
order as those between 2 regular saccades. Given that our
analysis was always performed in the initial 200 ms from ﬁxation-
onset and that the average intersaccade interval is about 300 ms,
we can safely assume that LFP modulations occurring due to
microsaccades had no or only a negligible effect on our results.
Implications for the concept of Active Vision
Recent studies have shown that the phase of ongoing oscillatory
brain activity is relevant for behavioral performances. For
example, Lakatos et al. (2008) reported that the reaction time
in visual or auditory oddball tasks performed by monkeys is
systematically modulated by the phase of delta band oscillations
of CSD signals at the timing of stimulus onset. Mathewson et al.
(2009) and Busch et al. (2009) reported that the performance of
visualstimulusdetectionbyhumansubjectsisdependentonthe
timing of the stimulus presentation in relation to the phase of
ongoing alpha band oscillations found in electroencephalogra-
phy signals. Although the underlying physiological mechanism
for these ﬁndings still needs to be revealed, it was suggested that
the enhancement of sensory processing is due to synchroniza-
tion of spikes through phase-locking to oscillatory signals (Fries
et al. 2001; Womelsdorf et al. 2006). In our present study, we
indeed found evidence that the synchronization of early
response spikes during ﬁxations (Maldonado et al. 2008) occurs
at a particular phase of the background LFP modulation. We
modeled a potential mechanism for such spike synchronization
as an interaction between afferent visual inputs and efferent eye
movement--related signals. The predictions by this model are
consistent with our experimental observations. It may be
speculated that this reﬂects a rather general mechanism that is
notlimitedtoperiodsofevokedLFPmodulationsbutmayalsobe
operative during ongoing brain oscillations.
Another interesting possibility is that oscillations of different
frequencies are concatenated and serve different functions. The
slowcomponentoftheongoingoscillationsislikelytoberelated
to a centrally generated rhythmic exploration process deﬁning
the sequence of saccades and microsaccades thereby providing
anoptimaldiscretesamplingofvisualscenes(seeDiscussionand
related references in Bosman et al. 2009). In fact,ourpreliminary
resultsfromarecentstudysuggestacouplingbetweenthephaseof
delta band LFP oscillations, which is locked to the timing of eye
movementsandtheamplitudeofbetabandLFPmodulations,which
in turn has an inﬂuence on spike timings (Ito et al. in preparation).
Thus, such relationships between activities at different time scales
suggest a hierarchical organizationo fb r a i ns i g n a l si nt h et e m p o r a l
domain (Lisman and Idiart 1995; Lakatos et al. 2005; Canolty et al.
2006).
From considerations on the speed of visual information
processing, it has been inferred that information about a visual
stimulus should be extractable already from the very ﬁrst spikes
of a response and might be contained in the relative latency of
these spikes (see Introduction; Ko ¨ nig et al. 1995; Gawne et al.
1996;Friesetal.2001;VanRullenandThorpe2002;Kupperetal.
2005). Our ﬁndings provide support for the special role of ﬁrst
spikes and may therefore have implications for latency coding in
primary visual cortex. Experimental studies that reported such
latency coding typically have been conducted on either anesthe-
tized (Ko ¨ nig et al. 1995; Fries et al. 2001.) or awake behaving but
ﬁxating animals (Gawne et al. 1996). In such conditions, the visual
stimuli are presented at times not known to the subjects. Thus, the
Cerebral Cortex November 2011, V 21 N 11 2495
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 neural system has no information about when visually induced
activity reaches the cortex. In active vision, however, the visual
system can make use of an internally generated signal, which is the
saccade-related brief excitability modulation indexed by LFP
changes. We showed that these modulations provide a framework
toinﬂuencethetimingofspikesbylockingthemtoaspeciﬁcphase
of the modulations. Thus, active, natural vision with its frequent
and self-initiated eye movements can make use of an effective
mechanism for precise timing of spikes and synchronization of
spikes between neurons, thus affecting downstream neurons
efﬁciently (Abeles 1982; Alonso et al. 1996; Usrey and Reid 1999).
Our study suggests a mechanism for the supportive role of eye
movement--related signals in the active processing of visual inputs.
In summary, the present data suggest that saccade-related
adjustments of spike timing may play an important role in visual
processing in free-viewing conditions. How exactly information
about stimulus features is encoded in these early, synchronized
spikes requires further studies in which relations can be
established between the RF locations of neurons, the visual
stimuli and the early phases of the postsaccadic responses.
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